Ensure ADA compliance and that all individuals can participate in meetings, phone calls, classroom lectures, video conferences and multi-party conference calls in a functionally-equivalent basis with VITAC’s Internet Captioning Streaming.

Using the same high-quality captioners that produce closed captioning for live television, news, sports and weather, you can receive live, real-time text streamed to any computer or mobile device anywhere in the world.

This service also features an instant transcript. Authorized participants can view a copy of the session transcript at any time during the discussion in a separate viewer window. Meeting attendees that are late to a call can catch up on earlier dialogue while continuing to view the current discussion at the same time.

Meeting attendees can view all of the text from the beginning of a call, meeting, or discussion and the full text is available for distribution and archive immediately at the event's conclusion.

HOW IT WORKS

1. Visit https://order.captioncolorado.com/Login.aspx and enter your customer login information. From the menu across the top, select “Order Captioning” in order to schedule a new event. Enter all event details and click “next”.

2. Enter additional event details as well as how the captioner should access the event audio. Transcript options for accessibility and availability are also included on this page. Click “next”.

3. Review all information on this confirmation page carefully, as VITAC will use this information to reserve a captioner for your event. Click “Submit Order”.

4. You’ll then receive a confirmation email with your captioning and event details, including how to access the caption event link.

ICS INTERFACE

The VITAC ICS interface features a responsive design, for use on any computer, mobile device, and browser. The “Transcript” option allows for viewing of an instant transcript of the session’s text, and the “Settings” option allows customization of the appearance of the captions.

CONTACT US

724.514.4037
Joshua.Pohlot@vitac.com